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ENCLOSURE

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

RESPONSES TO ACTIONS
TO RESOLVE THE ISSUES IN CHAPTER 8

OF THE WBN SER AND ISSUES RAISED AT THE
JULY 1-14, 1982, SITE VISIT AND DRAWING REVIEW



Action

FSAR description of the automatic transfer scheme.

Resolution

A description of the automatic transfer scheme from the normal power
supply will be provided in Amendment.48 to the Watts Bar (WBN) Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR).



0
ITEM 2

Action

FSAR description of the capability to test circuits that perform automatic
transfer.

Resolution

A description of the capability to test circuits that perform automatic
transfer between power sources showing compliance with GDC 18 will be
included in Amendment 48 of the WBN FSAR.
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ITEM 3

Action

Complete test to measure voltage levels at safety-related buses.

Resolution

The tests to measure voltage levels at safety-related buses (in order to

confirm TVA calculations) have been delayed since plant construction has

not progressed to a point that permits sufficient electrical loads to be

applied to the electrical distribution system. This action item will be

completed in February 1984.
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ITEM 4

Action

Thirty start test from normal operating temperature.

Resolution

In Amendment 48, to the WBN FSAR, Test TVA-13c of Table 14.2-1 will be
revised to show the specified thirty start tests.
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ITEM 5 -

Action

FSAR description of the capability to test thermal overload protective

device on motor-operated valves.

Resolution

There are two distinct concerns which have been raised by the NRC reviewers
regarding the use of thermal overload protective devices. The first of
these concerns was that certain applications of thermal overload devices to
valve motors in safety systems could result in needless hindrance to the
successful completion of safety functions. The design now includes
provisions for bypassing the thermal overload protective devices per the
RG 1.106 requirements. A drawing review by the NRC reviewer at the July
1982 site visit confirmed that this design is acceptable.

The second of these concerns was that the thermal overload protective
devices for all circuits which enter containment electrical penetrations,
which take credit for the thermal overload as part of the penetration
protection scheme, must be periodically tested. Fuses or, circuit breakers
will be added to these circuits which will negate the requirement to test
the thermal overload protective devices. The thermal overload protective
devices will not be considered as part of the electrical penetration
protection scheme.

The above discussion provides the basis for which TVA considered this item

resolved.



ITEM 6

Action

Provide curves, analysis, and test reports for penetrations.

Resolution

The CONAX curves, analysis, and test reports for the containment electrical

penetrations are provided in Attachment A.

Amendment 48 of the WBN FSAR will include updated Figures 8.1-4 through
8.1-15 to document a reevaluation of the capability of the penetrations to

withstand the total range of time-current characteristics assuming a single
failure of any overcurrent protective device. A review of circuits with

two parallel conductors in a penetration has also been performed, and three
such circuits were identified. Since the Reactor Building Crane circuit
(one of the three) is deenergized except during plant outages, this circuit

does not threaten the protection of the penetration. For the other two

circuits (IUC circuits) analyzed, the conclusion is that each penetration

conductor alone is rated to handle the full load current and maximum fault

current of the entire circuit. In addition, each of these circuits is
redundantly protected for maximum faulted conditions. Therefore, jumpering

between penetration conductors would not compromise the protection
effectiveness for these penetration assemblies since INA is not taking

credit for the current in each circuit being split between the redundant
penetration conductors.

Amendment 48 will also provide revisions which reflect a change from

partial compliance to full compliance with RG 1.63. In addition, a

statement is being added to the FSAR which indicates that penetration
circuits which are deenergized during plant operation are being monitored

per plant instructions.
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ITEM 7

Action

Revise FSAR Table 8.3-10 to include the 120V AFW Turbine AC and 125V F1
Turbine DC Manual Transfer Switches.

Resolution

Table 8.3-10, will be revised in Amendment 48 of the WBN FSAR to include

the 120V AFW Turbine AC and the 125V AFW Turbine DC Manual Transfer

Switches.
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ITEM 8

Action

Provide drawings identifying mechanical piping systems located in 6.9 kV
shutdown board rooms and give system seismic classification.

Resolution

TVA drawings 47W491-4 and 47W479-11 are attached, which identify the
mechanical piping located in the 6.9 kV shutdown board rooms. Most piping
is part of the fire protection system. Some pipes are floor drains. All
piping in the 6.9 kV shutdown board room is TVA class G, seismic category
I(L).
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ITEM 9

Action

Confirm that ERCW cables located at El. 737 in auxiliary building conform

to Appendix R requirements (i.e., 20' separation).

Resolution

An evaluation has" been made of the routing of ERCW cables to Appendix R

requirements. As a result, some modifictions are required.

Where practical, units 1 and 2 train B ERCW cables are to be rerouted to

attain 20-foot spatial separation from train A ERCW cables. Where

attaining a 20-foot separation is not practical, a one-hour fire resistant

barrier will be provided for the conduits containing train B ERCW cables.

The conduit fire barrier shall extend until a.20-foot separation is

attained or until penetration through a wall or floor fire barrier is

achieved between train A and train B ERCW cables. These modifications are

scheduled to be completed prior to unit:1 fuel loading.



ITEM 10

Action

Justify that unit 1 Train A and unit 2 Train A cables in DIG building a
conduit bank conform to Appendix R requirements (i.e., separation).

Resolution

From the fire hazards analysis of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, the shutdown
logic diagram requires either train A or train B cables to achieve a safe
plant shutdown in event of a fire. Thus, units 1 and 2 train A cables in
the D/G building could be lost due to a fire, and safe shutdown
accomplished with units 1 and 2 train B cables. The train B conduit bank
in the D/G building exceeds the minimum separation distance of 20 feet from
the train A conduit bank, and therefore conforms to Appendix R
requirements.
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W ITEM 11

Action

Justification that Class 1E and non-Class 1E cables in the NSSS cabinets in
the auxiliary instrument room conforms to RG 1.75 (i.e., separation).

Resolution

The same question was raised on two separate occasions by the NRC
Instrumentation and Controls Systems Branch (ICSB). The attached IVA
responses to a December 7, 1978 site visit question and NRC ICSB question
31.64 concerning adequacy of the subject Foxboro equipment respond to this
concern.
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Question:

We reviewed the isolation of several control room indicators and
reorders from their Class IE circuits and determined that adequate
isolation is provided so long as the routing between the isolators
in the Auxiliary Equipment Room and the Control Room did not expose
these circuits to a voltage greater than that for which the isolators
(Foxboro I/I Converters) are qualified. The applicant will inform
the staff of the qualification rating and the results of a routing
review. We informed the applicant that we will request that Inspec-
tion and Enforcement (I&E) and the Power Systems Branch (PSB) audit
their review of the routing. - -

In order to assist the staff in this review, the applicant was
requested to identify the cables, circuits, and functions which
are associated with the following conduits:'

A. 1 PM 6182 from Cabinet R 14

B. 1 PM 6183 from Cabinet 1 R 14

C. 1 AC 818 from Cabinet 1 R 16

D. MC 864 A from Cabinet 1 R 73

E. M 3123 from Cabinet 1 R,.54

This information was not available during our visit because the
design work involving the routing of cables has not been completed.
The applicant will provide this information, as it becomes available,
in response to the minutes of this meeting.

Response:

FSAR Section 7.7.2 has been revised to include the qualification results
of the Foxboro isolators and a commitment that these circuits will not be
routed in trays carrying cables in excess of their qualification ratings.

FSAR Section 7.1.2.4 has been added to provide details of the isolation
..relay scheme at WBNP as requested verbally by NRC during the subject site
visit.

1/ (a)



WBNP-35

31.64
(7- 2. 1. 1)
(7.5.3.3)

(7.4)

Question:

The staff notes that the WBNP iesign includes the

Westinghouse 7300 series process equipment. The

WBNP is not listed in the plant applicability list

of WCAP-8892-A. Therefore, describe the physical

:- separation and electrical independence criteria and

the implementation of this criteria in the WBNP

which assure that the limits of isolation amplifier

voltage qualification as reported in each of the

following topical reports are not violated:

(1) WCAP-7506 (120 V ac and 150 V dc)

(2) WCAP-8892-A (580 V ac afd 250 V dc)

Response:

The 7300 PCS is not used in the Watts Bar plant.

However, Westinghou
se contends that test programs

on the 7300 and 7100 Process Cont-oll Systems are

applicable to the Foxboro equipment.,provided i• the

'Watts B-r design, on-tho bassis Mat:tNe terts e

applitable to any-PCS"desigg. -;MY• . •iLVA ha

confirmcd that the We houSeit elope all

credible faults which could be postulatzd becaa'se

of BOP cable routing at the Watts Bar plant. No

isolation control cable leaving the Foxboro PCS is

•in a cable tray with cables whose voltages ewceed
120 VAC and 125 VDC.

31.64-I

4 -.¢i-•2 •..';•••• !'. i .". . 1 4 • -

C



ITEM 12

Action

Justification that 480V MCC complies with GDC-4 (Postulated accident -

Inadvertent actuation of fire suppression system. The MCC does not have

drip shield. Therefore, must assume loss of MCC. Can you safely shut the

plant down?)

Resolution

The preaction sprinkler systems at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant have separate

headers for areas containing redundant class 1E motor control centers

(MCCs). Each header has its own preaction control valve. The normally dry

headers downstream of the control valve are air (low pressure) supervised,

with main control room annunciation provided to indicate when the integrity

of the piping system has been lost. Control valve actuation is initiated

by cross-zoned fire detectors. Even though the seismically designed piping

system may become pressurized during an earthquake, no water will be

released from the closed sprinkler heads until the fusible link is opened.

Since all MCCs are located in the mild environment (NUREG 0588

Environmental Qualification Analysis), none of the areas in which the MCCs

are located will experience environmental conditions which could

inadvertently actuate the fire suppression system. Furthermore, since

redundant train A and B MCCs are located in separate fire compartments and

have separate preaction valves with closed sprinkler heads, inadvertent

actuation of the fire suppression system due to equipment failure would

involve only one division of MCCs. The redundant MCCs are available to

safely shut down the plant. Thus, this design meets GDC 3 and 4

requirements.
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ITEM 13

Action

Provide FSAR change to show compliance to RG 1.118.

Resolutio.

An FSAR description of TVA's compliance to RG 1.118 will be provided in
Amendment 48.
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ITEMS 14, 15, AND 16

Action

Determination if TVA will test breakers for associated circuits and Class

1E and non-Class 1E circuits that do not have proper separation or reroute

cables.

FSAR revision to indicate non-lE circuit breakers are of a high industrial
grade similar to those used in 1E applications.

Provide writeup on separation between conduits and open top cable trays.

Resolution

The FSAR will be revised in Amendment 48 to address these three items

concerning compliance with RG 1.75.
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- ITEM 17

Action

Provide issued drawings of the indication and alarms for the 125V dc

battery system.-

Resolution

Revised Figure 8.3-24, which depicts the indications and alarms for the

125V dc battery system will be included in Amendment 48 of the WBN FSAR.
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ITEM 18

Action

'Justify why TVA does not provide power to PORVs and block

valves from same train but different buses.', •

That is, in this sketch, why is

P1 not in the same train as B1,

P2 with B2?

Resolution

The following discussion of compliance with NUREG 0737 (Item II.G.1) with

respect to TVA's rationale for the selection of power sources for the

PORV's and block valves (and why TVA considers this arrangement to comply

with NUREG 0737, II.G.1).

The block valves are on different buses from the

train-associated PORVs. The block valves (B and B ) are

480V ac MOVs; the PORVs (PI and P2 ) are air operatei, with

control power form the 125V dc systems.

P is not in the same train with B. (or P2 with B2 ) because

it is, in TVA's opinion, most important to assure isolation

of each path.

There are both nonsafety-related operational requirements and safety-

related requirements associated with the PORV configuration. The three

major safety-related aspects are:

1. Each path must be closed (or reclosable) to prevent
uncontrolled TMI-type blowdown of the RCS.

2. At least one path must be open (or openable) to relieve

overpressure during a low temperature overpressure

transient.

3. At least one path should be openable for feed and bleed

after a degraded accident condition exists. (Note:
"This is not a plant design basis.)

Each of these functions should be available following a credible--single

active failure, but this is only a must for 1 and 2.

Since the three safety functions conflict (1 requires path closure; 2 and

3, opening), it is essential to establish a heirarchy. Having satisfied

the most essential function(s), the design should satisfy the conflicting

requirement(s) as far as practical. /
A ,=I CCý41 14

p-I -16-
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0
Figure B

(NRC Arrangement)

The deciding factor is a fire in the cable trays where both
power buses could be lost.

In Figure B, the worst case would be to fail open; in
Figure A, the worst case .would be to fail closed. Thus,
in TVA's judgement, the first safety function (closure to
prevent uncontrolled blowdown) is the most important, This
is because the PORVs operate during routine plant
maneuvers, thus making a TMI-type situation possible should
the valve fail to reclose. Althor.gh the plant design is

capable of mitigating this event, closure of the block
valve is required to keep the event frowi becoming a small

LOCA. The block valve must be as independent as possible:
Independence is achieved both by using a diverse valve type

and by providing complete train separation so that no

credible event can p'reve.nt closure of both the PORV and the

*associated blocktvalve-at a time when th-e RCS is intact.

The conflicting safety function (open for overpressure

protection or feed and bleed) is satisfied by having the

block valve normally open so that only the fast--acting PORV

must open to relieve pressure. In addition, as much

independence as practical is provided between the PORV in

one relief path and the block valve in- the other path by

having diverse valve types (a pneumatic , fail-olosed PORV
versus a motor operated, fail-as-is .block valve). "Th-53
ensures that the val-ves'. power--snppllies (1:MV d for n>..
PORV, 480V ac for-the block) -aýe )louted ,opairstely.

TVA believes the PORV/block valve arra'ngement is in fmua

compliance with NUREG-0737 (II.G.1).
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Figure A
(TVA Arrangement)


